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The Army Lawyer InterLingua
Publishing
Many students find the Oedipus tale
inaccessible and dull. This one act play
strips it down to its bare bones while
preserving the most important content.
Also included are discussion questions
and writing prompts for students and
pages for production notes.
Oedipus at Colonus Yale University Press
Examines the way in which Sophocles' play
"Oedipus Tyrannus" and its hero, Oedipus, King
of Thebes, were probably received in their own
time and place, and relates this to twentieth-century
receptions and interpretations, including those of
Sigmund Freud.
A Study Guide for Sophocles's Antigone John
Wiley & Sons
A guide to reading the Oedipus trilogy with a
critical and appreciative mind. Includes background
on the author's life and times, sample tests, term
paper suggestions, and a reading list.
DRAMA FOR STUDENTS Independently
Published
Translated and edited by Peter D. Arnott, this

classic and highly popular edition contains two
essential plays in the development of Greek
tragedy-Oedipus the King and Antigone-for
performance and study. The editor's
introduction contains a brief biography of the
playwright and a description of Greek theater.
Also included are a list of principal dates in the
life of Sophocles and a bibliography.
Transitions Through the Life Span
Telecourse Study Guide Macmillan
Each chapter includes a review of
key concepts, guided study
questions, and section reviews
that encourage students' active
participation in the learning
process; two practice tests and a
challenge test help them assess
their mastery of the material.
Applications and observational
activities are also included.

A Study Guide for Sophocles's
""The Ajax"" CreateSpace
"This study guide is designed
for use with The Developing
Person Through the Life Span,
Sixth Edition, by Katleen
Stassen Berger. It is intended
to help students evaluate their
understanding of that material,
and to review any problem
areas. [Sections such as] 'How
to Manage Your Time
Efficiently,' 'Study more
effectively", and "Thing
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Critically' provide detailed
instructions on how to use the
textbook. Each chapter ...
includes a Chapter Overview, a
set of Guided Study questions, a
Chapter Review section, and
three review tests." --Preface.

The Oedipus Plays Gale,
Cengage Learning
This one-act play strips the
Oedipus legend down to its
bare bones while preserving
the most important content.
Also included are discussion
questions and writing prompts
for students and pages for
production notes.
Sophocles and Oedipus
Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
A Study Guide for Sophocles's
"Oedipus Rex (aka Oedipus the
King)," excerpted from Gale's
acclaimed Drama For Students.
This concise study guide
includes plot summary;
character analysis; author
biography; study questions;
historical context; suggestions
for further reading; and much
more. For any literature
project, trust Drama For
Students for all of your
research needs.
Sophocles' Oedipus Plays
Macmillan
This title is the study guide
which accompanies The
Developing Person Through
Childhood and Adolescence 6th
edition, (ISBN 0716752573).
King Oedipus, Oedipus at Colonus,
& Antigone Macmillan
The ancient Greek tragedy about
the exiled king’s final days—and

the power struggle between his two
sons. The second book in the
trilogy that begins with Oedipus
Rex and concludes with Antigone,
Oedipus at Colonus is the story of
an aged and blinded Oedipus
anticipating his death as foretold
by an earlier prophecy. Accompanied
by his daughters, Antigone and
Ismene, he takes up residence in
the village of Colonus near
Athens—where the locals fear his
very presence will curse them.
Nonetheless they allow him to stay,
and Ismene informs him his sons are
battling each other for the throne
of Thebes. An oracle has pronounced
that the location of their
disgraced father’s final resting
place will determine which of them
is to prevail. Unfortunately, an
old enemy has his own plans for the
burial, in this heart-wrenching
play about two generations plagued
by misfortune from the world’s
great ancient Greek tragedian.
King Oedipus, Oedipus at Colonus,
Antigone Independently Published
Includes a brief biography of
Sophocles, thematic and structural
analysis of the work, critical
views, and an index of themes and
ideas.

A Study Guide for Sophocles's
"Electra" Chelsea House
Publications
The original CliffsNotes
study guides offer expert
commentary on major themes,
plots, characters, literary
devices, and historical
background. The latest
generation of titles in this
series also feature
glossaries and visual
elements that complement the
classic, familiar format.
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CliffsNotes on The Oedipus
Trilogy is your ticket to a
greater understanding of three
tragic dramas from Sophocles.
Meet the subject of these
plays: Oedipus, the banished
king of Greek mythology who
killed his father and married
his mother. Oedipus The King,
Oedipus at Colonus, and
Antigone are timeless works
that continue to captivate
audiences even today. This
study guide covers all three
plays with critical
commentaries, summaries, and
character analyses—tools
designed to open your eyes to
the richness of Sophocles'
work. Other features that help
you study include Life and
background of the playwright,
Sophocles An introduction to
Greek theatre A character map
that graphically illustrates
the relationships among the
characters Critical essays on
fate and ritual and
transcendence in the Oedipus
Trilogy A review section that
tests your knowledge A
Resource Center full of books,
films, and Internet sites
Classic literature or modern-
day treasure—you'll understand
it all with expert information
and insight from CliffsNotes
study guides.
Sophocles' Oedipus the King,
Oedipus at Colonus, &
Antigone Open Road Media
A guide to studying Greek

playwright Sophocles' 3 Theban
plays "Antigone, Oedipus Rex
and Oedipus at Colonus,"
featuring complete plot
summaries and analysis,
character analyses,
explanations of key themes,
motifs & symbols, and a review
quiz.
Antigone BrightSummaries.com
This Study Guide explores the
structure of the play and the
epic and mythical traditions
associated with the myth of
Oedipus and the city of Thebes,
which features strongly in many
Greek Tragedies. In Greek Myth
Oedipus was the man fated to
murder his father and marry his
mother. Sophocles' play
masterfully tells the part of
this story where Oedipus comes
to realise the terrible crimes
that he has
committed.Sophocles' Oedipus
the King remains a popular text
for students of Ancient Greek
Civilization, but is also a
popular text for students of
Theatre Studies. This study
guide has been written to
assist the learner in
understanding the play and
context of Sophocles' Oedipus
the King. Sophocles' Oedipus
the King is also of interest as
a pathway text for learners
undertaking additional credit
courses such as the Extended
Project. This Study Guide will
also help to lay a sound
foundation for those who go on
to study the Ancient World at a
higher (degree) level as well
as appeal to those who are
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interested in learning more
about the Ancient World
generally.Sophocles' Oedipus the
King: A Study Guide includes;-An
introduction to Greek tragedy
and its key concepts.-Analysis
of Aristotle's commentary on
Greek Tragedy.-Synopsis of the
play.-An overview of the Greek
myths surrounding Oedipus and
the city of Thebes.-Analysis of
the role and function of the
chorus.-Analysis of the episodes
of the play and the
characters.-Explores themes of
such as pollution, fate and free
will.-Considers the relationship
between this text and other
contemporary writings relating
to the historical and cultural
contexts in which Oedipus the
King was produced.
Oedipus, the Best Macmillan
Detailed summaries of great
literature.
Kaplan & Sadock's Study Guide and
Self-Examination Review in
Psychiatry Lippincott Williams &
Wilkins
A Study Guide for Sophocles's "The
Ajax," excerpted from Gale's
acclaimed Drama For Students. This
concise study guide includes plot
summary; character analysis;
author biography; study questions;
historical context; suggestions
for further reading; and much
more. For any literature project,
trust Drama For Students for all
of your research needs.

CliffsNotes on Sophocles'
Oedipus Trilogy Gale, Cengage
Learning
Unlock the more
straightforward side of
Oedipus the King with this

concise and insightful summary
and analysis! This engaging
summary presents an analysis
of Oedipus the King by
Sophocles, a world-famous
tragedy in which a man
discovers that he has murdered
his father and married his
mother, despite having tried
to escape this fate. The
tragic irony in the play and
the pathos of the scenes
leading up to its final tragic
ending have made it one of the
major theatrical works of
Ancient Times. Sophocles wrote
120 plays during his lifetime,
but Oedipus the King is one of
just seven to have survived.
This classic tragedy has
inspired many plays and films,
and was even the basis for
Freud's famous theory of the
Oedipus Complex. Find out
everything you need to know
about Oedipus the King in a
fraction of the time! This in-
depth and informative reading
guide brings you: • A complete
plot summary • Character
studies • Key themes and
symbols • Questions for
further reflection Why choose
BrightSummaries.com? Available
in print and digital format,
our publications are designed
to accompany you in your
reading journey. The clear and
concise style makes for easy
understanding, providing the
perfect opportunity to improve
your literary knowledge in no
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time. See the very best of
literature in a whole new
light with
BrightSummaries.com!
Sophocles' Oedipus the King Gale,
Cengage Learning
A Study Guide for Aeschylus's
"Seven against Thebes," excerpted
from Gale's acclaimed Drama For
Students. This concise study guide
includes plot summary; character
analysis; author biography; study
questions; historical context;
suggestions for further reading;
and much more. For any literature
project, trust Drama For Students
for all of your research needs.
EngLits-the Oedipus Plays (pdf)
Coles Publishing
A short one-act of the Oedipus
tragedy.

Oedipus at Thebes Spark Notes
This Study Guide puts into
context this first play in the
trilogy Oedipus Rex, Oedipus at
Colonus and Antigone by
Sophocles. The informative
guide supplies: a clear,
original account of the back-
story: the Myth of Oedipus. a
detailed guide to Greek
Tragedy; in-depth questions on
the play designed to encourage
original thought, ideas and
discussion. a literary terms
activity with student sheets; a
literary terms glossary,
including terms specifically
used in Greek plays;
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